
IMPORTANT NOTE:

Please do not share this document with 
anyone outside of the MFS Artist Collective. 

For now, this programming guide is  
available only the MFS Artists.  

In the future we may offer the guide to the 
public for a fee. We consider this to be our 

intellectual property and would be grateful if 
you do not share it without our permission.

- Steuart & Michelle Pincombe



MUSIC IN 
FAMILIAR SPACES: 
programming guide



This document is in a draft form. 
It will be developed into a more 

comprehensive study of programming  
so any thoughts are welcome!

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
Some of the MFS Artist Collective members are 

established programmers and for years have been 
creating some of the most innovative programs out 

there! This document is intended more for the  
collective members who are relatively new to this. 

That said, I encourage both the programming  
experts and the programming neophytes to read the 

document so that we can all be on the same page. 



“All programs under MFS are inno-
vative, involve speech and engage 

the audience in an ‘out-of-the-box’ 
way.” 

 
- something you agreed to when you 

joined MFS!
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Let’s break that down: 

Innovative - meaning that all MFS artists are 
expanding on the ideas outlined in this  
document, their own ideas, and implementing 
them in creative ways. 

Involve speech - ALL MFS shows must involve well thought out 
speech or another form of clear communication - even if it is  
simply peripheral communication about the program (i.e. in a 
highly-staged show I will often  introduce the program in depth at 
the start, explaining that there will be no live speech or applause 
in the program until it is complete). Generally the speech can be 
casual but structured. 

Engage the audience - The first two ideas should result in this  
audience engagement, but it’s always good to have audience  
engagement in mind when designing programs. Audience  
members will be much more comfortable to engage given the 
more comfortable concert setting.

Out of the box - It’s not that we have an inherent need to be  
different and ‘out-of-the-box’. We aim to innovate through MFS 
concert programs because the majority of classical musicians and 
institutions are largely failing to interact effectively with the world 
around them, especially younger generations. Sure, there are 
plenty of outreach programs in place - and these are good - but 
we don’t see much changing in terms of the audience connection 
on a large scale. It seems to me that there is still much to be done 
in bringing classical music to ‘the people’ specifically in the way in 
which it is presented. That’s where we all come in!



There are numerous paths one can take in order to create a  
successful innovative program. I do not claim to have found the 
right way to design successful programs, but I do seem to have 
found some good ways. I look forward to expanding on these ideas 
as we receive the creative feedback from you all!
  Some of this might 

seem overly simple or 
 obvious (and some of it is). 

But in my experience  
programming, the more I 
organize my thoughts from 
the beginning, the easier it 
is the next time I need to 
whip out a creative  
program.

  So, first you have 
to recognize from where 
you are starting – in some 
ways, this is the hardest 
part. I’ve listed below some 
of the primary starting 
points that could be  
useful in organizing your 

own approach. You will notice that most of the starting points end 
up coming back to the Idea/Concept approach. This is because 
most successful programs do in fact center on some sort of idea or 
concept. After a brief summary of each approach, I will break them 
down into more detailed thoughts and examples. 

PART 1. 

GETTING STARTED



Maybe a certain venue is interesting to you – 
what can you create that will fit into the feeling of that  
venue space or a philosophy through which you can find  
common ground with the owners/curators of that space?

IDEA/CONCEPT

VENUE

AUDIENCE Maybe you simply want to aim for drawing specific 
types of audiences – what sort of common ground can you find with 
certain communities and/or age groups?

REPERTOIRE

COLLABORATOR

Maybe you have an idea you want to get 
across – what kind of space would best support this idea?

Maybe it is as simple as wanting to  
collaborate with a particular person – can this collaboration itself 
be the focus? – why not!

Maybe there is a particular piece which you love 
and you simply want a context in which to share it – what other 
pieces will support or contrast the love you have for that particular 
piece?

Ok, super basic right? Maybe it’s too limiting - add to it! This is 
still a work in progress. 
 
 Nearly anything can work and as I mentioned, most of 
these overlap in some way, particularly in relation to the Idea/ 
Concept. It’s primarily a matter of understanding exactly what you 
are aiming for and how that can be turned into an experience for 
others. People connect with what the artist loves, particularly if 
that love is shared and they are invited to partake of the artist’s 
experience.
 I have been convinced for years that a plumber (nothing 
against plumbers – in fact I have done a fair amount of plumbing 
over the years!) could stand in front of an audience and share their 
daily experience in a creative way and that it would be absolutely  
captivating. My point is that even the most (seemingly) mundane 
can be captivating if the audience is pulled into the fullness of that  
“mundane” experience. 
 So, let’s break down each one of the “starting points” or  
“approaches” listed above:



i. idea/concept

The possibilities are endless! 

My Bach&Beer program largely centers on the 
idea of “how we process historical information”. I 
wanted to invite people to understand the  
excitement of this old information within the  
historical context of its “newness”! (I won’t deny 
that Bach&Beer had a nice ring to it and I came up 
with the program as a joke but then realized its  
actual value!) Well, it occurred to me that most 
craft breweries are approaching this old, historic 
tradition of brewing beer in a way that is similar 
to how I approach the historic tradition of playing 
classical music. I deal with old treatises on how 
people used to play and they deal with old recipe 
books on how people used to brew. Craft breweries 
have to make the same jump as historical  
performers – through understanding the past and 
inviting the audience to partake of the values that 
still carry over today.
 The structure of Bach&Beer is such that any 
composer could replace Bach and the discussion 
and historical themes would remain similar. (See 
program outlines in Annex A)
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• What is the idea?
• What music can you use to support the idea?
• What venue will best suit or support this idea?

> Maybe the venue shares this idea or concept
> Maybe the venue has nothing to do with it but 
the owner shares in your care for such an idea or 
concept
> Maybe a certain community around the venue 
will be drawn to such an idea or concept

The idea or concept does not need to be complex. 



Another example is my program “Put My Tears in Thy 
Bottle”. Expressions for Justice in NL is an art initiative in 
Den Haag, NL that invites artists to create art that directly 
addresses modern day slavery. They asked me to make a 
performance that would communicate this enormous and 
too-often overlooked problem.
 I wanted to make a program that would make 
people face the brutal reality of modern day slavery but 
give them hope to help bring about change. I knew that we 
would need a reader or someone to describe the  
reality in words. I thought it would be good to have  
music that could capture these realities in a brutally honest 
way. 
 I focused on three perspectives on the issue: 1.) 
the personal story of someone sold into slavery, 2.) the 
impersonal and grim statistics on modern slavery; and 3.) 
the glimpse of hope in spite of this evil (i.e. what can we do 
about it). After getting different people to record  
specific stories, statistics, and responses, I chose pieces that 
would fit into each of these themes. All of the music was 
then interlaced with the pre-recorded material to create a 
dramatic telling of this grim reality. (See program outline in 
Annex A)
 Now, this program is limited by the venue in which 
it can be presented. Because it is highly staged (requiring 
sound/lighting), it needs to happen in a space where those 
options are already in place (church or blackbox-theater-
kind-of-space), or in a space where the appropriate gear 
can easily be transported and set up there (like an industrial 
building or even a brewery). 
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Programs that engage with a particular product provided by a 
venue are very effective in drawing and engaging the audience (it is 
also beneficial for the venue if they gain from product sales).
So, think of a product that you enjoy and want to share with others 
(i.e. a book of poetry, certain visual artists work, a chef’s cooking, 
a particular craft product etc.) and then think of a type of music or 
philosophy of music that will tie in with that product or the  
production thereof. You might also think of ways to include some 
sort of dialogue (in performance) between you and the provider/
creator of that product. You’re also free to choose a product you 
hate but I’ve heard it’s less satisfying.
 For example, my Bach&Beer program was not only about 
the philosophy of historical approaches but about featuring a  

ii. venues

Cafés, breweries, churches, homes, gallery, any space that’s 
not typically for concerts (with exceptions) 

• What is the venue?
• What kind of community does the venue draw?
• How can you interact with the space through a concert?
• Is there a particular product or idea/concept that the 

venue promotes and you also care about?



product specific to each venue – beer! At each brewery, I would 
have the brewer or a brewery representative speak about each 
featured brew and we would have a little dialog on shared ideas 
between our respective crafts.
 The Bach Reader is a program that was developed primarily 
out of this idea of choosing a venue to feature a connection  
between a product and my art form. I realized I could simply read 
excerpts from a book interlaced with music. This way, each  
bookstore could order the book from which I was reading (along 
with several of my recommended books) and have them available 
for purchase at the concert. 
 Of course, it had to be more than just reading from a book! 
I created a fully written out script (with the music pasted in  
between readings) so that it would have a perfect flow. I settled on 
pairing up reactional Bach cello suite movements to each  
interesting letter or historical account from one of my favorite 
books – The Bach Reader. (See program outline in Annex A).
 Some bookstores have a great acoustic, most don’t, but 
a program of this kind is more like a story telling with people up 
close. Plus, bookstores are almost always very quiet places!

iii. audience

The people who sit or stand there and listen to you 
make noise.
• What is the venue?
• What kind of community does the venue draw?
• How can you interact with the space through a 

concert?
• Is there a particular product or idea/concept that 

the venue promotes and you also care about?

Think of your target audience and what music and venue 
they will best connect with. Naturally, the audience draw 
is often related to the demographic of the pre-existing 
community of the venue. Even so, you can focus on 
a particular demographic that you want to reach and 
choose a concept and repertoire that will resonate with 
them.



Bach&Beer draws a lot of people who have never heard a 
live classical concert (including hipsters).  There is always a 
wide age range, although not as many kids or older folk.

The Bach Reader draws bookish types – which is an  
extremely diverse combination of people (including  
hipsters)

Wondrous Love draws an older crowd (partly because it’s 
usually presented in churches where some of these people 
grew up hearing this musical tradition) and the folk  
audience (even hipsters find their way to these shows…)EX
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Thinking about these things is important. The age range,  
neighborhood, size of space, type of product, and numerous 
other factors can give you a picture of the possible audience  
attendance and financial outcomes.

One of the goals of MFS concerts is to provide a good  
concert fee for the musician(s). However, I am fully aware 
of our need and duty as artists to care for those in need 
with our art form as well. This is the main reason MFS  
concerts always ask the concert-goers to “name-their-
own-ticket-price”. We want anyone to be able to attend.  
Because of this, it is important to consider the paying  
capacity of the audience when you are planning venue,  
program, advertising etc.



iv. repertoire

The stuff you want to play. (for MFS: largely in western 
classical tradition but not necessarily exclusively in that 
tradition.)

• What pieces do you want to feature?
• Do these pieces fit into a particular idea or concept?
• What kind of venue is best for this repertoire? 

Again, I think you will find settling on an idea/concept 
within the repertoire is most effective. Of course you can 
always impose a concept onto certain repertoire, but 
there are also plenty of ideas and concepts to gather from 
within the repertoire itself. You might focus on a particular 
aspect of a composer’s life - exploring that aspect through 
the composer’s music or through composers who have 
influenced that particular composer, or still through others 
who stand in opposition to the work of that composer.
 I don’t think much more needs to be said on this, 
but I’ll direct you to one more of my programs that was 
created with much of the repertoire already decided from 
the start. “Lachrymae” is a short but intricate program of 
text and music and I encourage you to take a look at the  
outline in Annex A.

We want to create innovative concerts that pull people in without 
compromising our art form. Throwing in popular music to draw 
people and then playing some western classical repertoire is NOT 
what we are going for. However, one could certainly create an  
interesting program combining certain popular music that may 
either be influenced by or in complete opposition to certain  
western classical pieces. Again, it’s about explaining the point you 
want to get across (even if your point is to point to something that 
may seem or actually be pointless!)



v. collaborator

duh.
• Who do you want to play with?
• Do they look like a particular venue??
• What kind of venue can they fit in???
• Seriously, do you share a particular interest or passion 

with the person in mind? 

Another example of a program where the collaboration was 
the ‘concept’ being explored is my program “Line through 
Limitation” with dancer Nitsan Margaliot. The idea was to 
pull the audience into our collaborative process through 
staging and the central focus of improvised dialog between 
the performers. 
 Quite simply, my interpretation during the perfor-
mance was shaped by Nitsan’s movements and visa versa. 
We had the audience seated all around the dance floor 
with several islands of audience chairs in the middle of the 
dance space so that people were more a part of the perfor-
mance! (More info on the program structure and staging on 
my personal website - www.steuartpincombe.com)FO
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When I first designed a program called “Bach Conversations” I had 
a particular collaborator in mind (one of our own - Evan Few!). 
However, the program is  simply about collaboration in general 
and can work with anyone. Originally for violin and cello, each 
performer plays one solo suite and several duetti. This is interlaced 
with casual conversation about the musical structure, symbolism, 
personal reflection, etc. The audience sits around the performers 
in a circle and are invited to engage if they have any questions.
 This program model can be applied to any composer. There 
is nothing too adventurous to this program, it’s quite normal in 
fact. Speaking clearly in semi-improvised dialog (rehearsed, of 
course), engaging the audience in the discussion and having the 
audience seated in a circle around the performers goes a long way 
in making this particular program effective.



PART 2. 

CREATING YOUR

PROGRAM



abstract

Once you’ve settled on your idea/concept and basic repertoire, you 
can begin to structure it in a meaningful way.
 First I would begin with writing a rough abstract of the  
program. This will give you clarity even if you end up changing a 
lot of the program ideas or repertoire. Often I start with an idea 
and then realize as I do my research on the subject that I’ll need to 
make repertoire adjustments or that I need to completely change 
focus. That’s fine. I save the original idea (if it does have any merit) 
in a folder for later and move on to the new idea!

NOTE: Many performers do speak to their audience 
and this is good. However, it is usually done  
apologetically and is often over the audience’s head 
with musical linguistics. We can cover very deep 
subjects in art with our audience, so try to find useful 
descriptions of what is going on musically, not through 
musical language that most people don’t understand. 
You are all excellent performers - you are public  
speakers in a way but this aspect of our work has 
largely been left uncultivated in modern western- 
classical performance practice. I think we should be as  
convincing in what we say on stage as what we play. 
Sure, some of us may not be the best at speaking to 
the audience, but this is something that becomes  
better (and easier) with practice. Your content can be 
so powerful even if you aren’t the strongest in delivery 
of that content!  It’s crucial that we take the time to 
be clear about our artistic intentions with the  
audience and pull them into the fullness of the joy, 
sorrow, humor or whatever experience it may be in 
our music!
  



program outline or script

After you have settled on an idea and created your abstract, it’s a 
good idea to begin to make an outline or script.
  This can be as simple as a list. The point is that it will help 
you keep track of what happens when and will give you a picture of 
the overall flow. It will change and develop quite a bit as you work 
through it but in the end you will want to have an outline that is 
clear, as succinct as possible, and can fit on your music stand (or in 
your brain if you are not using a stand).
 For Bach&Beer I have two outlines: one simple list that I 
give to the brewer who speaks and one outline that gives me a few 
more details on what I want to cover.
 For The Bach Reader, What Wondrous Love or Schubert’s 
Swan Song they require a more detailed script for the performers 
because the timing of reading and playing is essential. (See  
program outline in Annex A).
  I find it essential to print out clear directions for each per-
former. Depending on how complex the “script” is, you may want 
to have little boxes of information that performers can cut out of 
the page and paste to the music. Each person has their own way of 
marking so avoid putting marks in the score unless you must.
One thing to keep in mind is that our eyes are already adjusting to 
so many font/score style differences that it’s important to keep as 
much visual consistency in your script as possible. Your  
collaborators will be forever grateful – trust me!



seating/staging plan

Last but not least, make a staging plan if applicable. I usually keep 
staging in mind throughout my program planning. Often the  
staging helps shape the program itself. We want to have the  
seating/staging set up in a way that breaks away from the typical 
“passive audience” set-up and we want to pull those people in to 
the fullest possible experience of the music! These adjustments 
can be small or large – your call.

For Bach&Beer and The Bach Reader there is no staging 
plan. I just make sure that people are up close with seats 
and plenty of standing room so people can move around.
  Schubert Swan Song is also simple but with more of 
a ‘living room’ feel, also pulling the audience up as close as  
possible.
  In Put My Tears in Thy Bottle I have the audience 
divided into two sections, facing each other about 8 feet 
apart, with the performers facing each other in the narrow 
strip between the audiences. I chose to do this because it 
makes people uncomfortable in a way that helps realize the 
intent of the program. Everyone feels exposed - they are 
always watched by someone else in the opposing audience. 
 This is very different from the atmosphere achieved 
in the What Wondrous Love staging. While the audience 
is facing one another, it is in a square formation directly 
behind each of the four performers who also sit facing 
one another in a square. Here the audience is a part of the 
stage in an inviting way and not in the imposing way used 
in Put My Tears in Thy Bottle which offers no unity between 
the two sides.
  I recall doing a show with Oerknal! where we had 
the chairs in a messy pile in the center of the room and the 
audience was invited in to pick a chair out of the pile and 
set it up wherever they wanted (the performers were set 
up all around them so it didn’t really matter where they set 
up!) Everyone really enjoyed the set up once they realized 
what was going on!FO
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 Now, revisit the abstract. 
Things may have changed!

Take advantage of this  
opportunity to completely be your own 

boss! Say you are a baroque  
violinist, you mostly do early stuff, 
but you LOVE Schnittke or Zorn and 
want to share that with audiences…do 
it! People will be drawn in by your 
enthusiasm. Break out of your comfort 
zone – you are an artist and under 
MFS – you call the artistic shots.



coming up with a name

With all of these programs, you will need a good name. I’m not 
claiming to be the best at coming up with names (like naming a 
striped cat “stripy” when I was a kid) but I aim to come up with a 
name that will catch attention in one way or another (preferably 
not with some obscene or offensive word). If you can’t capture the 
whole idea in the name then be sure to have some subtitle that 
tells a little more of the idea (i.e. title: Stripy, subtitle: ...the striped 
cat).

Examples of some programs and titles I decided NOT to use:
Motherfuguers: the fugal writing of Vivaldi and Bach
Kodaly and Kegs: music for violin and cello
Mozart and Meth: (doesn’t need a subtitle)

(For a list of more offensive program titles that Michelle would 
not allow me to print here, please contact me personally - steuart.
pincombe@gmail.com.)
 
Another program that I’ve never tried and would strongly suggest 
never be used for an MFS event is Music You’ll Hate Played Poorly 
- a program featuring underplayed, boring classical music made 
even worse with a lackadaisical performance and bad intonation. 
While I’m interested in how it would sell and who would attend (let 
alone who would perform) it seemed like a bad idea overall and 
I’m quite surprised that I even bothered to mention it here in  
writing… However, the obvious cost benefit of doing this show is 
that you don’t have to account for any rehearsal time.
 
But seriously, once you have a good name and developed program 
idea, you can begin to set up the show! Now it’s time to look over 
the MFS Resource Book so you can get a picture of the non-musical 
steps that are necessary to book, promote, and share your first 
MFS show!



ANNEX A
specific program outlines

Intro: Michelle
About program: Steuart
Beer 1: Brewer or Brewery Rep.
Comments: Steuart (historical connection and general comments)
Bach Suite I in G Major: Steuart
Beer 2: Brewer or Brewery Rep.
Comments: Steuart (authenticity in brewing and music)
Bach Suite II in D Minor: Steuart
Beer 3: Brewer or Brewery Rep.
Comments: Steuart (interpreting historical recipes and information)
Bach Suite VI in D major: Steuart

Bach & Beer (outline for brewer)



ANNEX A
specific program outlines

Bach & Beer (detailed outline for me)
Welcome & 1st pour - Michelle

Introduction to program - Steuart
    +  Reading: Bach’s Salary and Compensation

1st Beer Pairing:  
(general tasting notes + the beer in rela-
tion to its style history)

- Brewer

Bach Suite I in G major (c. 20’) Steuart

--- next pour ---

Performer Comments:
Authentic historical brewing practice: 

- used varieties of hops and grain that 
don’t exist today
- breweries next to bakeries meant that 
all kinds of yeast were  
influencing the brews
- to authentically recreate 18th century 
beer, one must recreate the 18th century

 
Authentic historical performance practice:

- performers have a similar  
contextual problem
- modern ears are flooded with sounds 
that Bach’s world never knew
- period instruments (and tuning) and 
playing in this setting help pull us into a 
similar experience

- Steuart

2nd Beer Pairing:  
(general tasting notes + the beer in rela-
tion to its style history)

- Brewer

Bach Suite II in D minor (c. 20’) Steuart

--- next pour ---
Performer Comments:
      + Reading: George Washington’s      .    
.....“small brew” from 1757
Interpreting 18th century information in 
recipes and music scores
- sources, contextual understanding,  
personal interpretation

- Steuart

3rd Beer Pairing:  
(general tasting notes + the beer in  
relation to its style history)

- Brewer



Schubert Swan Song: A dramatic presentation of  
music Schubert wrote in his last compositional year

Opening comments (Steuart: program outline/concept)                      c. 3'
tune 

• Steuart reads letter to Probst  
Dear Sir,     The trio is Opus 100. I beg you to make sure that the edition is free 
from errors. I am ardently looking forward to its publication. This work will not 
be dedicated to any special person, but rather to all who find pleasure in it. 
That is the most profitable form of dedication.      
With all respect, Frz Schubert 

• Attacca into Allegro of piano trio on cue
- Piano Trio in Eb (D. 929), mvt. I                                                              c. 13'
• After first movement, Brendan moves over to read text of 'Se Solen 

Sjunker'
See the sun is setting behind the high mountain peaks,

• Cello and piano begin to play song (in same key as Andante con 
moto) in "toy piano” style background

You take flight before the gloomy shadows of the night, oh fair hope.
Farewell, farewell, alas the friend forgets 
His true sweet bride, his true sweet bride, his true sweet bride, la, la....  

• When Brendan is finished with the text and ready to play, Yerin  
begins the Andante con moto

- Piano Trio in Eb (D. 929), mvt. II                                                              c. 12'
• After completion of the piano trio, Steuart gets up and begins  

reading last letter to Schober 

Dear Schober,
•  Piano and violin begin Der Atlas repetition in background

I am ill. I have eaten nothing for eleven days and drunk nothing, and I 
totter feebly and shakily from my chair to bed and back again. Rinna is 
treating me. If ever I take anything, I bring it up again. 
Be so kind, then, as to assist me in this desperate situation by means of 
literature. Of Cooper’s I have read The Last of the Mohicans, The Spy, 
The Pilot and The Pioneers. If by any chance you have anything else of 
his, I implore you to deposit it with Frau von Bogner at the coffee-house 
for me. My brother, who is conscientiousness itself, will most faithfully 
pass it on to me. Or anything else. 
Your friend, 
Schubert 



• When Steuart is finished reading text, Yerin officially begins Der Atlas
- Schwanengesang D. 957 Cello/piano (text on wall/screen)             c. 10'
     - 8. Der Atlas 
     - 3. Frühlingssehnsucht 
     - 4. Ständchen 
• Yerin gets up and reads Mein Traum excerpt

They spoke softly, so as not to wake her.
Heavenly thoughts, like bright sparks seemed to flicker unceasingly 
from the virgin's thomb. 

• Violin and cello begin opening harmony of Notturno in background
And they made a soft sound as they fell on the young men.
I longed to walk there too,
But only by a miracle, so people said, could one enter into that circle. 
But I went forward, slowly and devoutly,
with my eyes lowered towards the gravestone.
And before I knew it, I was in that circle from which the loveliest 
melody sounded. I felt the whole measure of eternal bliss, compressed, 
as it were, into a moment's space.
I saw my father too, loving and reconciled.
He folded me in his arms and wept.
But I wept still more... 

• Strings fade out to leave a short silence before Yerin begins Notturno
- Notturno in Eb, D. 897                                                                              c. 10'

Approximate total time - 60 minutes



Put My Tears in Thy Bottle (outline)

Put	  My	  Tears	  in	  Thy	  Bottle:	  AUDIO	  
	  
	  
10:30	  –	  the	  doors	  open.	  	  
	  
Invitation to listen: Steuart (Michelle's vocal mic, location B) 
	  
1. A Girl Crying (location A - Bella writes title and takes her seat) 

 
(psalm 13 begins as Bella finishes writing) 

 
Pincombe - Psalm 13 'How Long, O Lord' (Michelle, Steuart, location A) c. 6' 

 >> Steuart improvises bridge to long notes (long notes cue audio clip 1) 
 
Audio Clip 1 (Bella as Sundari), Steu background (No amp, con sordino) c. 2' 
 
Pärt - Fratres (Kim, Heather, location C) c. 10' 
 

2. An Industry Grinding (Bella erases and writes new title during close 
of Fratres) 

 
Audio Clip 2  (Begins immediately after Fratres) Kim background (Bach II 

prelude no amp, con sordino) c. 2'	  
 

  
Whitman - reading with Audio Clip 3 (Michelle w/audio playback) c. 4' 

  SEE ATTACHED PAGE 
 

 
---IMMIDIATE CUT TO GORDON--- 
 
 
Gordon - Industry (Steuart, with distortion, location B) c. 12'  

SEE ATTACHED SCORE 
 

Audio Clip 4 (compilation of stats) begins c. 20" after Gordon starts 
 
 

---IMMIDIATE TRANSITION INTO ARVO PART!  ---    
 
3. Put My Tears In Thy Bottle (Bella erases, and writes new title as 

Spiegel starts) 
 
 

Pärt - Spiegel im Spiegel (Kim, Heather, location C) c. 10' 
 

---BLACK OUT LIGHTS/SILENCE c. 1'--- 
 
 
Audio Clip 5 (Jeff on the hope that there is) c. 2' 
 

 
Pincombe - Psalm 56 'Put My Tears in Your Bottle' gamba and voice 

(Steuart, Michelle, location A) 6' 
 
 
Invitation to talk and follow up: Heather (Michelle's vocal mic, location B) 
	  

(Psalm 13 begins as poster is put up)

(Matt & Jennifer - C)

(Matt & Jennifer - location C)

CrisisAID rep comes to speak (location B)

(Matt plays quietly in background)

“A woman’s body at auction”



(Psalm 13 begins as poster is put up)

Lachcrymae (outline)



Lachcrymae (outline cont.)



Bach Reader (images of score)



Bach Reader (images of score)



Bach Reader (images of score)



Wondrous Love - staging outline


